
6th Grade ELA: Week of September 21 - 25           Mrs. Trotter 

 

Day/Lesson  Outcomes  Materials & Assignments (Main things done in class) 

Monday,   

Sept. 21 

Lesson 20 

Revise, Edit, and 

Publish 

Argumentative 

Essay 

 

Today we will: 

● Revise drafts making changes to 

content and sentence structure 

● Edit drafts making changes to 

English Conventions 

● Finish reading “Spring 1935” 

 

1. Let’s PREPARE! L19 Writing Plan and Draft Graphic Organizer,  L19 Section 5 

Argumentative Essay Google Doc 

2. Let’s PRACTICE!  (10 min.) Using our own drafts, color code the types of sentences 

within the body paragraphs. All sentences should be color coded and there should be 1 

claim and reason, 2 pieces of evidence, and 2 reasoning/explanation sentences in each 

paragraph.  

3. Let’s PRACTICE!  (10 min.) Revise drafts using the color coding method and the 

Argument Revision Checklist. Make changes as needed. 

4. Let’s PRACTICE!  (10-15 min.)  Edit drafts looking for proper nouns, titles, punctuation for 

text evidence and parenthetical citation.   Make changes as needed.  

5. Let’s EXPRESS OUR UNDERSTANDING!  (5-10 min.)  Evaluate writing using the rubric. 

Submit writing.  Turn in paper copy of rubric with self-evaluation. 

 

Homework: Read “Spring 1935” in novel 

Tuesday,  

Sept. 22 

 Lesson 21 

Examine Word 

Choice  

Today we will: 

● Discuss emerging themes. 

● Independently determine a 

poem’s theme. 

● Read the first part of “Spring 

1935.” 

● Examine changes in Billie Jo’s 

relationships. 

● Examine passages for the 

author's word choice. 

● Finish reading “Spring 1935” 

1. Let’s PREPARE!  Out of the dust novel, L21 Class Notes, Recurring Document:  Character 

Analysis Chart 

2. Let’s READ!  (20-30 min.)  Read the first part of “Spring 1935” (pages 153-167).  Complete 

the Character Analysis Chart. 

3. Let’s EXPRESS OUR UNDERSTANDING! (15 min.)  Summarize Billie Jo’s relationship with 

Mad Dog.  Summarize Billie Jo’s relationship with Daddy. 

4. Let’s READ!   (5 min.) Reread “Blankets of Black” p.  165-167 

5. Let’s DISCUSS!  (10 min.) Close read and analyze selected lines from “Blankets of Black”.   

6. Let’s EXPRESS OUR UNDERSTANDING!  (10-15 min.)  Copy 3 -4 different lines from the 

poem, “Blankets of Black”.  Highlight words and phrases that you find interesting in 

some way.  Explain why the author chose the underlined words and phrases.  What 

effect do the words and phrases have on you, the reader? 

7. Let’s READ! (15-20  min.)  Finish reading “Spring 1935” p. 168-189 and Add to Character 

Analysis Chart any key events and analyze Daddy or Billie Jo with your selected key 

event.   

 

Homework: Review Classwork / Finish any incomplete work in L21 Class Notes - Reread 

“Spring 1935” and add to Character Analysis Chart another Key event for Billie Jo or Daddy 

   



 

Day/Lesson  Outcomes  Materials & Assignments (Main things done in class) 

Wednesday, 

Sept. 23 

Lesson  22 

Uncovering 

Emerging 

Themes 

 &  

Lesson 23 

Explore 

Various 

Accounts of 

Migrant Life 

 

Today we will: 

● Discuss emerging themes. 

● Independently determine a 

poem’s theme. 

● Explore the life of the migrant 

through informational text, 

poetry, photography, and an 

interview excerpt. 

● Write a description of migrant 

life. 

1. Let’s PREPARE!   Out of the Dust novel, “Okies” from “Farming in the 1930’s by 

livinghistoryfarm.org, “Migrant Mother” photos, L22 & L23  Class Notes 

2. Let’s READ & DISCUSS!  (15 -20 min.) Reread “The Visit” p. 168-169.  What is the theme of 

this poem?  To answer this question, we ask:  What is the topic?  What is the author 

saying about the topic?   How does the author draw our attention to the words that imply 

theme?  

3. Let’s EXPRESS OUR UNDERSTANDING! (15-20 min.)  Reread “Hope” p. 176-179. 

Complete TPCASTT graphic organizer to discover theme of the poem. 

4. Let’s READ!   (10 mn.) Reread “Migrants” p. 160-161.  Answer these questions in Class Notes

a. What does this poem tell us about people who leave the Dust Bowl? 

b. How would you describe the tone of this poem? 

5. Let’s READ! (15 min.)  Read “Okies,” from “Farming in the 1930s” by livinghistoryfarm.org. 

How has the information in this article added to or changed your understanding of 

migrant life?  What surprised you?  What information is new to you? 

6. Let’s READ! (20 min.)  Look at “Migrant Mother” photos 1-4. Record anything that 

surprises you, adds to or contradicts your understanding of migrant life.  

7. Let’s EXPRESS OUR UNDERSTANDING!  Imagine that you are a migrant who has left the 

Dust Bowl.  Write a letter home to someone you left behind describing some of your 

experiences as a migrant.  Include details from your notes. 

 

Homework: Review Classwork / Finish any incomplete work in L22 & L23 Class Notes 

Thursday,  

Sept. 24 

Lesson 24 

Today we will: 

● Examine themes communicated 

by the photographs by Dorothea 

Lange. 

● Examine poems in Out of the 

Dust which share those themes. 

1. Let’s PREPARE!  Out of the Dust novel, 24 Class Notes 

2. Let’s DISCUSS! (15-20 min.) Review four photos and discuss what is the subject/topic of 

each and what message the photographer wants to communicate about the 

subject/topic. 

3. Let’s DISCUSS!  (5-10 min.)  What evidence in the form of visual details did you consider 

when you developed your statement? 

4. Let’s DISCUSS! (5-10 min.) Write your theme statement on a strip of paper for classroom 

display.   

5. Let’s READ! (10-15 min.) Reread “Baby” p.184-186.  What theme(s) from the poem are 

similar to those of the “Migrant Mother” photographs?   

6. Let’s EXPRESS OUR UNDERSTANDING!  (15-20 min.) Choose a poem from Out of the 

Dust, and explain how it shares a similar theme with the photographs. (CHOOSE ONE: 

“Wild Boy of the Road” p. 58, “Christmas Dinner Without the Cranberry Sauce” p. 100, 

“Guests” p. 119, “Family School” p. 121).  Which words or phrases in the poem help express 

the theme? Include text evidence in your response. 

 

Homework: Review Classwork / Finish any incomplete work in  Class Notes 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KXLE65BoaBM9u1CaU5wMnqXAAmzQUQuLcVE5EKt33AY/edit?usp=sharing


Friday 

Sep. 25 

** EARLY 

RELEASE ** 

Today we will: 

● Demonstrate knowledge of 

reading skills: identify and analyze 

themes 

1. Section 5 & 6 Quiz 

 

 

Highlights:  

 

 

9/21 Monday  - Students will have completed an Argumentative Writing Essay.  They will have had 4 hours of 

planning and drafting at school, along with the weekend to add any additional ideas for homework.  Monday will 

have had 2 hours of revising and editing with guided strategies.  Students will earn a formative grade up to 10 

points for this assignment. 

 

9/25 Friday - Section 6 Quiz covers Lessons 21 - 24.  This includes reading skills like word choice (tone & mood) and 

theme.  Students will be expected to demonstrate skills through multiple choice questions with Part A for the 

reading skill and Part B selecting the most relevant text evidence to support Part A’s answer.  The best way to 

prepare for this quiz is to review Lessons 21 - 24 rereading the poems focused on in class and the Class Notes in 

analyzing those poems.   


